At Casals's Summer Retreat on the Shores of the Mediterranean

Greatest Creative Men of Spain Gather at Celebrated 'Cellist's Villa—Latter Has Enchanting Setting—Bach's (Piano) Works Come First on Artist's Daily Schedule—Perfect Days That End Perfectly

By LOUIS SIEGEL

"The blue Mediterranean, where he lay, Laid by the coil of his crystalline affair.
Beside aavine isle in Baia's bay, And now in cynamold soil, and tomnors Queruing within the wave's intense sky..."

I CANNOT do better than to quote these lines of Shelley as a beginning to the attempt at describing the place in which Pablo Casals, the famous Spanish 'cellist, spends his summers. It is of his life in his own home that I wish to give
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Bach at Six A. M.

But though this is vacation time in the sunny south, there is no sluggishness in the measures of Casals. At six in the morning we are aroused by the rolling tones of a Bach prelude. Mr. Casals is playing on the piano, he is already conversing with his master, Bach, whom he interprets incomparably. Upon the piano Mr. Casals plays so remarkably that, had he chosen that instead of the 'cello as his instrument of expression, he would have ranked among the masters of his day. His playing has that same indispensable quality which has caused persons to marvel at his 'cello.
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Pianist Found American Music Popular on Successful Concert Trip

Alberta Matthews Ends Arise Season

Alberta F. Matthews, the gifted pianist
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